Implant Stability Measure: Critical Review of Various Methods
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Introduction

For functional implants, osseo integration is essential, and for successful osseo integration primary implant stability is essential. Implant stability refers to lack of clinical mobility. Implant instability might lead to fibrous encapsulation having resulting failure [1,2]. Being a mechanical phenomenon Primary implant stability is connected to local bone quantity and quality, the kind of implant and its placement method used. Secondary implant stability means the increased stability resultant of bone formation and restoration at the implant/tissue crossing point and in the adjacent bone. In well-defined situations, initial and instant loading protocols were recognized to be feasible substitutions to the traditional 1-or 2-state late loading methods. Consequently, the clinician requires supportive and dependable objective guiding principles for determining on an individual basis the diagnosis of a certain implant, in case loaded instantly, initially loaded within six to eight weeks or traditionally left to heal for a period of three to six months. Factually, the gold standard technique used for evaluating osseo integration's degree was histologic or microscopic analysis [3,4]. Conversely, because of the insensitivity of such technique and associated ethical problems, numerous other techniques of analysis were suggested; resonance frequency analysis, using blunt ended instruments for clinically checking mobility, reverse torque, radiographs and cutting torque resistance. Assessing implant stability is supportive to taking good decisions regarding when to load, permits beneficial protocol selection on a patient-to-patient basis, and is indicative of situations wherein unloading is best, supportive to good communication and enhanced trust and offers better case records. The techniques of determining implant stability clinically are Periotest RFA, clinical perception, cutting torque resistance analysis, percussion test and reverse torque test [3-7].
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The prerequisites of a successful dental implant are the achievement and maintenance of implant stability. Implant stability may be well-defined as the lack of clinical mobility that is also described as osseo integration. As a mechanical phenomenon, primary implant at placement is associated with quantity and quality of the local bone, the kind of implant method and placement used. Secondary implant stability is related to the increased instability attributable to the formation of bone and to remodel it at the implant tissue interface and in the neighboring bone. Several ways are there to evaluate the implant stability like the periotest, cutting resistance’s clinical measurement throughout implant placement and reverse torque test. The aim of this article is to bring to light the different techniques of determining implant stability.
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Percussion test

The percussion test may include a mirror handle’s tapping against implant carrier and is designed for causing a ringing sound from the implant as a sign of osseo integration or good stability. Percussion tests possibly offer more information regarding the tapping instrument, and at best merely produce poor qualitative information.

Reverse torque test

Applying an unscrewing or reverse torque test was also recommended for the evaluation of implant stability during abutment connection. Implants rotating under the applied torque are regarded as failures and therefore they are removed [9-11]. Conversely, in the process of osseo integration, the implant surface although gradually, can fracture because of the applied torque stress. Furthermore, as demonstrated by animal experiments the re-integration of rotationally mobile and loosened implants, the reverse torque test is disregarded (Figures 1 and 2).

Clinical perception

The clinical view of the primary Implant stability is often based on the mobility as identified by blunt ended instruments. This happens to be very unpredictable and non-objective technique. This may also be checked by observing implant’s cutting resistance while inserting it. The sensation of “good” stability can be stressed in case of sensing an abrupt stop at the implant’s seating. Tapered implants’ root forms repeatedly have a geometry which will offer a firm stop and probably a false sensitivity of high stability [7,8].
Cutting torque resistance analysis

The energy needed for a current-fed electric motor to cut off a unit volume of bone in measuring implant surgery. The energy is correlated to density of bone that is one of the factors determining decisive in implant stability. Conversely, the value of lower limit is not established, that may indicative of the implant's possible failure. Besides, only during surgery, it may be used as an analytic aid, and it cannot evaluate secondary stability by formation of new bone and restoration around the implant. Periotest is an electrically driven device and electronically supervised tapping head which percusses the implant for totally 16 times. The whole evaluation procedure requires about 4 s (Figure 3). The instrument comprises a tapping rod which impacts the implant/abutment assembly. A Propulsion coil draws the rod towards the surface of impacting and fundamentally moves at a continuous velocity from the moment of its leaving the hand piece till the surface is impacted by it. It implies that at a given distance, the tapping rod that moves at the same velocity and is devised for impacting the surface any time in this travel of continuous velocity. The rod's end inside the hand piece is strictly joined to an accelerometer, producing an output proportionate to its acceleration. The readings extracted are from -8 to +50 and are inferred as in Table 1. The issues influencing the periotest value are the hard tissue's quality in the area of the implant, so that no particular values may be deemed as suitable to lower or higher degrees of integration. It is dependent on the spacing between implant flange and the point where the rod affects the abutment. Such variations propose that for implants, no absolute value is there which can be considered as acceptable; instead variation occurring in course of time can be more meaningful. In vitro assessments showed that no essential difference existed in evaluating periotest values from operator to operator, and repeatability of high level between various periotest units. Dental implants, integrated successfully have produced an extensive range of stability readings with the periotest. Such range in values is supposed to reproduce density of bone at the implant interface and is associated with implant location. The measurements are essentially affected by conditions of excitation like position and direction. The measurements should be made in the region of mid buccal and should perpendicular to axes of implant [10-14]. Taking into consideration the intra oral environment, it is substantially easy for making measurements on anterior implants while it is not likely for molars owing to the buccal mucosa. "An implant in the process of osseo integration" or a “borderline” case cannot be diagnosed by periotest. The level of peri-implant bone is not reflected by it and hence cannot be replaced for radiography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-8 to 0</td>
<td>Osseo integration is good, loading of implant can be done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 to 9</td>
<td>Examination is required, loading is not possible in many cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+10 to +50</td>
<td>Osseo integration is not completed, implant cannot be loaded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The readings extracted are from -8 to +50 and are inferred.

Resonance Frequency Analysis

This is a non-invasive diagnostic technique which measures bone density and implant stability at different time points using structural and vibration principle study. For evaluation of implant stability two commercial devices were developed. The original technique makes use of a direct connection between the resonance frequency analyzer and the transducer. In the second technique, magnetic frequencies are used between the resonance frequency analyzer and transducer. In the electronic tool, an L shaped cantilever beam is the transducer connecting to the implant through a screw attachment. A piezoelectric crystal on the L beam's vertical portion is used for stimulating the transducer complex/implant; second piezoelectric crystal on the beam's
opposite side is used as a receiving component for detecting the beam's response. In the new magnetic RFA device, there is a sensor, a metallic rod having a magnet on top that is screwed on to an abutment or implant [12,13]. A magnetic pulse excites the magnet from a wireless probe. Duration of the pulse is approximately 1 ms. The peg freely vibrates after excitation and an electric voltage in the probe coil is induced by the magnet. That voltage is signal of measurement which is sampled by the resonance frequency analyzer. The magnetic device and the electronic device are able to measure similar changes; but the magnetic device leads to higher implant stability quotient value while measuring non-submerged dental implant’s stability. Implant stability is measured with this technique either by deciding resonance frequency of Figures 4 and 5.

The ISQ was seen varying between 40 and 80, the higher the ISQ, the higher implant stability. A considerable decrease or increase in implant stability might be detected with the help of this technique which otherwise might not be perceived clinically. The factors which affect the readings are efficient implant length, quantity and quality of bone, shape diameter and length of implant. Real implant length is the exposed threads' length and height of abutment. Inversely, it is proportionate to the resonance frequency. Implant stability may be decided for implants having an ISQ of 47. All implants having an ISQ more than forty nine osseo integrated when left for healing for a period of three months. All implants with an ISQ more than fifty four osseo integrated while loaded immediately. For implants having low ISQ values, implant stability's decrease must alert the practitioner for submitting such implants to a tighter follow-up agenda and to take extra protective measurements about unloading till implant stability is recovered or if non-loaded for checking for infection and/or mechanical trauma. In case of implants having high ISQ values, implant stability's reduction in initial twelve weeks of healing must be regarded as common incident which must not need alteration in the routine follow-up. The disadvantages of this technology are that the transducer is restricted to a set of sixty measurements, therefore making the technique quite costly. A transducer is fixed to the implant to perform the RFA (Figure 6). This eliminates monitoring all implants which support a cemented renovation [14,15].

Conclusion

Though different methods are there that helps in determining implant stability, the number variable influencing the outcomes makes it difficult to arrive at a critical value that may determine an implant’s failure, success or long-standing prognosis. Therefore, further research is needed for devising a precise instrument is helpful in gauging the implant stability.
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